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OPTIMAL DETECTION OF NEAR-EARTH OBJECTS 

Gregory H. Canavan 

Improved technology and search strategies could significantly increase 
debris detection rates and tracking tracking accuracies with modest investment. 
Improving the focal planes of current telescopes could significantly increase 
detection rates. For large systems, proportional increases in aperture area and 
array sizes are appropriate. 

The detection of space objects has shifted from long-exposure, distant searches' to rapid 
searches of the whole sky made possible by improved detector and electronic technologies? Such 
approaches are also applicable to search and track of debris closer to the Earth. This note 
discusses improvements in ground-and space-based search sensors and search strategies that 
could make rapid search possible. 

Optimal detection uses exposure times shorter than those typically used for detection at 
maximum range and scans the whole sky rapidly to maximize detection opportunities. The new 
element is technology. Few million detector focal planes and electronics make it possible for 
telescopes - 1 meter in diameter to produce adequate detection rates for objects with diameters 
ranging from centimeters at low Earth orbit (LEO) and meters at geosynchronous orbit (GEO) to 
kilometers at a few astronomical units. 

As array sizes are increased, the detection rate increases as the square root of the number 
of detectors; however, very large focal planes would eventually fill the telescope's flat field. To 
avoid ove~illing, it would thereafter be necessary to increase aperture and detector count. Large 
ground-based systems have strongly diminishing marginal returns due to limitations from 
atmospheric turbulence, which could be relieved by smaller sensors in space. 

integration time, t. The signal power, Sreq, required to achieve SNR = 4-8 is approximately 
Detection requirement. Low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) detection necessitates long 

Sreq = 11(SNR2B/Qt), (1) 
where Q is the sensor quantum efficiency, and B is the background noise. Since Q and SNR are 
relatively fixed, Sreq scales roughly as - d(B/t). 

Background noise in ground-based systems is B = B"Ae2, which is proportional to the 

telescope primary area A and angular pixel size 8. B" = 0.63/rn2-arcsec2. Atmospheric seeing 

limits 8 to a few arcsec, so B - A, and Sreq - d(A/t). 



The signal received by a sensor of aperture A from an object of diameter D at range r 
with solar illumination times albedo J is 

Srec = JAD2h-2, (2) 
where A, D, and r of interest each vary over several orders of magnitude. 

Sensitivity. Equating Sreq to Srec determines the minimum detectable diameter 

D = r (SNR2B"e2/J2QAt)l/4, (3) 
which scales as the range and inversely with the fourth root of the area-exposure product At. 
Figure 1 shows D as a function of t  for r = 40,000 km, i.e., geosynchronous orbit (GSO). The top 
curve is for a 0.1 m primary mirror. It can detect - 0.1 m objects with 10% reflectivity with 0.1 s 
exposures. With 1 s it could detect an object about half that size. The bottom curve is for a 1 m 

primary, which could detect a - 4 cm object in 1 s, in accord with the l/A1/4 - l/lOO1/4 - 1/3 
scaling of Eq. (3). 

Debris. Near-Earth space contains debris with a distribution 

N = m n  = b e - h / D n ,  (4) 
where k represents the decrease of the overall debris density with altitude, and n is a constant that 
characterizes the debris distribution over object size at each altitude. A sensor with FOV w 
searches solid angle at rate w/t. If it can detect objects to range r, each exposure searches a 

volume - w r2dr. Thus, its volumetric search rate is 

R = (w/t) dr r2 N = (w/t) dr r2 KlDn 

= (w/t)d(J2QAt/SNR2B"82) I dr r2Koe-h / r2 

= (w/t)d(J2QAt/SNR2BYl2) K&, (5)  
where the first line substitutes from Eq. (4); the second line uses Eq. (3) for D and assumes n = 2, 
which is as accurate as the data for 1-10 cm debris; and the third line performs the integral over 
all space using k = 1/1,000 km. The extension to all space is acceptable in that the result is 
insensitive to the lower limit, and hence to the minimum object size. The use of this value of k is 
an adequate average for the first few tens of thousands of kilometers of range.5 

KO is determined by integrating dr r2 N over all space and setting it equal to the number 
of particles larger than - 1 cm. There are - 8,000 pieces of debris larger than - 20-30 cm in the 

AF Space Command Catalog, which with the scaling above implies - 105 particles larger than - 
1 cm, which gives K& - 10-18/km / lO-3/km - lO-lS/km. 

Figure 2 shows R as a function oft  for 0.1,0.3, and 1 m telescopes. The top curve is for 
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1 m. It falls from about 300 detections/s at t = 0.01 s to 1O/s at 10 s, i.e., the detection rate falls 
inversely as the square root oft. The curve for 0.3 m is a factor of - 3 below it, it accord with the 
dA scaling of Eq. (5). The curve for 0.1 m is another factor of - 3 lower. For t = 0.1 s it gives 
about 10 detections per second. 

High search rate sensors. For a sensor to cover the whole fresh sky each month requires 

a search rate = 100 deg2kr. With a - 1 deg2 FOV, that would require - 100 exposureskr, which 
would permit - 30 s per exposure, or an actual exposure time of about 10 s. To search the sky 
each night in the terminator would require a rate 10-100 times larger, or an exposure time of 1- 
0.1 s. To achieve a search rate W’ with a sensor FOV w requires an exposure time t = w/W’. 
Shorter exposure times would cover parts of the sky twice without producing additional 
discoveries; longer exposures would leave parts of the sky uncovered. Thus, t = wnvt is the 
optimum time for maximizing the rate of detection, although it is generally shorter than the time 

for maximizing the range of detection, the usual metric. Since B”, and 0, SNR, and Q are 

relatively fixed, for search rate W’, R scales as 
Ropt - (w/t)d(At) - W’~(AW/W’) - ~(AwW’), 

which apparently depends on A, w, and W’. The actual scaling of Rapt is simpler. 

plane array with N detectors of pitch d has a geometric FOV 
Detector scaling. A sensor with f-number (focal length / primary diameter) F and focal 

w = N ( ~ / F ) ~ / A ,  (7) 

Ropt - ~(AwW’) - d(A[N(d/F)2/A] W’) - (d/F)dN. 

so its optimized search rate scales as 

(8) 
A cancels out, so Ropt only depends on d/F and N. F cannot be decreased much below F = 2 
without degrading optical quality, and d changes only with detector development, so increasing 
the number of detectors has the greatest potential for increasing detection rates. 

Rapt is independent of A because the light added by increasing A is just offset by the 
reduction of FOV it produces. However, increasing A would just provide more flat region in the 
focal plane for additional detectors , if needed. If space is available in the focal planes of existing 
telescopes, the most effective way to improve them is to improve their focal planes. 

Very large focal planes. For given A, as N increases, w increases as N/A in accord with 
Eq. (7). At some value of N, the maximum usable field of view, W ~ X ,  will be reached. Further 
increases in N would put the added detectors outside of the region of acceptable focus. 
Thereafter, A must be increased in proportion to N to maintain image quality, and Rapt - 
d(Awmax) - dA, in which aperture again has utility. The transition between the two limits 

occurs where wmax = N(d/F)2/A, or 
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N/A = wmax (F/d)’, (9) 
which indicates that for a given class of optical designs, i.e., wmax and F/d, N and A should be 
increased proportionally. 

For nominal parameters this transition occurs at N/A = (1 deg/57.3 deg/rad)2(2/25 

micron)Z = 4xlO6/m2. For N smaller sensors should follow dN scaling; for larger arrays, they 
should follow dA scaling. As detector technology improves and d decreases, the transitional 

value of N/A will increase as l/d2. When the sensor is designed against the limit of Eq. (9) 

Ropt - (~m,AN(d/F)2)1/4 - (AN)1l4, (10) 
which uses the benefits of both N and A to improve detection. 

Cost scaling. Rapt initially increases as - dN. Sensor costs are roughly linear in N and A. 
Thus, either maximizing R while holding cost fixed or minimizing cost while holding R rate 
fixed sees no benefit from A to offset its cost until the limit on focal plane area is reached. For 
that reason, optimal ground-based search systems tend to have large focal planes with apertures 
just large enough to contain them, which balances search rate and range to maximize detection 
rate. That is a different balance that that struck in earlier search designs, which had large 
telescopes, small focal planes, and long integration to maximize information per exposure. 

optimized ground-based systems have strongly diminishing marginal returns. Tracing back 
through the analysis above shows that these limitations stem from the inability of ground-based 
sensors to achieve pixel sizes smaller than those dictated by atmospheric turbulence. That 
limitation could be overcome by space-based systems, which are discussed elsewhere. 

have undergone significant changes. Earlier work concentrated on deep searches with long 
exposures. Improvements in detectors and electronics for ground-based search sensors make 
faster search possible and more efficient. Optimal searches use exposure times proportional to 
sensor FOV, which are much shorter than those typically used for detection at maximum range. 
The search, signal and noise for such processes can be modeled analytically and combined into 
parameter combinations of adequate sensitivity. Space debris can be modeled to the accuracy 
required, and performance assessment can be evaluated analytically for distributions of interest. 
The resulting detection rate is a bilateral function of the search rate and the product of sensor 
area and exposure time, which falls from a few hundred per second to a few tens per second as 
exposure time increases and aperture diameter falls. 

In improving current telescopes, area cancels out, and the rate only depends on the 
number of detectors, so increasing the number of detectors has the greatest potential for 
increasing detection rates in the near term. However, as the array size increases, FOV increases, 

The return per unit investment falls as l/dN or l/dA, which means that even properly 

Summary and conclusions. Technologies and strategies for space search and detection 
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so at some value, the maximum usable field of view is be reached. Further increases in detectors 
would put them outside of the region of acceptable focus, so aperture must be increased in 
proportion to detectors to maintain performance. 

focal plane area is reached. Thus, optimal ground-based search systems tend to have large focal 
planes with apertures just large enough to contain them, which balances search rate and range to 
maximize detection rate. Even properly optimized ground-based systems have strongly 
diminishing marginal returns due to atmospheric turbulence, which could be overcome with 
smaller space-based sensors. 

Maximizing rate or minimizing cost shows no benefit from aperture until the limit on 
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